
Year 5 Easter Holiday Activities 
Here are some suggested activities that would be great for you to 

complete over the two weeks. With so much down time, it is important to 

keep your mind and body active. If possible, take a photo and upload it or 

tell us about anything you are particularly proud of on our blog!              

You are fantastic at motivating and inspiring each other! 

 Create an Easter egg hunt for a family member. You could create different 

drawings of eggs and hide them around the house. Also, you could challenge your 

family by putting a question on the back of each egg. Maybe there’s a prize if 

they find them all! (Make them a drink, make their bed etc.)  

 

 Remind yourself of the Easter story. Watch a video on YouTube or read Mark, 

chapters 14, 15 and 16 (use a Bible or online). Sequence and reflect on these 

events in your book, including pictures. Then choose your favourite part of the 

scripture to annotate each event with.  

 

 Create some religious art (like we have created in 

class). Use colouring pencils, pens, chalk, paint, or 

even create a collage using coloured paper from old 

magazines or leaflets. Remember to add your 

favourite part of scripture.   

 

 

 Can you use your imagination and make a picture/sculpture using 

clothing or objects found around your house? (Ask your adult first!) 
 

 

 Create a quiz and hold a quiz competition with your family. Include 

questions about Maths, History, Geography, film etc.  

 

 Write your own sequel to a book you have read or a film you have 

watched. A sequel is a continuation of the story. Think; what could happen after 

the story finished? 

 

 Practise playing on your guitar. 

 

 Make an Easter card to give to your family.  

 

 Reflect on your Lenten promise. Did you manage to complete it? How do you feel 

about it? Is it something you want to continue with? 



 Use the picture to increase your heart 

rate. For each letter of your name, 

you must complete the exercise 

stated. Try your first name, first and 

surname or even a whole sentence!  

CHALLENGE – Learn a new word each day 

and practise spelling it by completing this 

exercise.  

 Research some French words associated 

with Easter. Make some flash cards and 

create actions to remind yourself of each 

word. You could even teach them to a 

family member. (E.g. rise, egg, new, 

life, beginning, resurrection, cross) 

 

 Create your own word search. Choose 

words associated with your favourite 

things or new beginnings. First, write the 

words in different ways on a sheet of 

paper. Remember they could go horizontally, vertically, forwards, backwards and 

diagonally. Next, hide the words by adding random letters around them.   


